
Academic Writing in Economics

How to sell your papers?
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Paper as a Sales Pitch

coverage needs "promotion"

The paper manuscript is the sales pitch for your research

Through your paper, you want to:

capture attention

incite citations and applications

invite collaboration and ideas for future research
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Paper as a Sales Pitch

As a sales pitch, the paper's most important job is to clearly define
the value added to the readers

Research value added = contribution = novelty  significance

Any paper has to answer two main questions:

How is it new?

Why should the readers care?

And it needs to answer them quickly (abstract and the first page)
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Research contribution: Novelty

Novelty is most often motivated by research gaps

New research question: why no one has asked this question?

New methodology: old methods cannot handle certain cases

New data: old data are small or limited in scope

New context: old context only looks at developed countries
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Research contribution: Significance

How different the results are to the old results?

Research implications

do the empirical results help confirm, reject, or extend existing
models

do the theory help explain/reconcile existing unexplained real-
life data or phenomena

Policy/managerial implications

Based on the results, how should policy makers/managers/social
workers react?
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Research contribution: Positioning

Something could be new and important to one field but outdated or
inconsequential in another field

Choose your audience

There can be multiple sets of audience; but best to pick one to be
the "target" audience

This will also influence the journals/outlets you want your paper
to be published

Tailor the writing to the target audience - cite their papers, explain
how this paper is realted to their papers
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Research contribution: Do's and Dont's

Don't include results that are not value-added

Keep the main message short and clear and position it at the
beginning of the paper

All the caveats or extensions or robustness checks can be added
later at the end of the paper or the Appendices

Make references and connection to existing literature
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A typical economics paper structure

Abstract

Introduction (Motivation)

Background/Literature Review

Theoretical/Empirical Framework

Results/Discussion

Extensions/Robustness checks

Summary and Concluding remarks
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A typical economics paper structure

Abstract is the most read section of any paper; Introduction is the
second most read

In both abstract and introduction, clearly state your contribution

In introduction

define your research question

explain why it is new and important

explain how it is related to one or a few branches of literature

summary of key results and implications
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Beyond paper writing

Give presentations early and often

Incorporate feedbacks continuously

Rewrite constantly

Come up with a punchline/hook for your paper: one or two
sentences that are catchy/provoking about your paper results

Give presentations often and continuously
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Example: the tale of two papers

Thakral, Neil, and Linh T. Tô. "Daily labor supply and adaptive
reference points." American Economic Review 111.8 (2021): 2417-
2443.

vs.

Duong, Hai Long, Junhong Chu, and Dai Yao. "Taxi drivers’ response
to cancellations and no-shows: New evidence for reference-
dependent preferences." Management Science 69.1 (2023): 179-199.
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Context

Do people work more when wage is higher?

Classical theory: yes, because the opportunity cost of not
working is higher

Reference-dependent preferences: no, because workers may
reach their income target sooner

Conflicting evidences from literature

Thakral & Tô: new model to reconcile conflicting evidences

Duong et al.: more credible evidences in support of Reference-
dependent preferences
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Target audience

For Duong et al., we have tried QJE, AER, Restud, AEJ-Policy,
Restat, PNAS, and Managment Science

We were considering two different core audience: labor
economics, and platform economics; ended up with labor
economics-oriented paper
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Abstract
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Introduction Section
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Conclusion

Your paper is the best marketing materials to sell your research

To grab reader's attention, clearly define your contribution to the
literation

Short and direct message are more effective than long and
convoluted one

Insights and implications are more intersting to read than
methodology and mathematics

Beyond writing paper, talking about the paper is equivalently
import
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